The Book of Daniel
Difficult Names, Miracles, and Prophecies
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HRBZZNUAAECDEN ABNBYLO IEKJOMHIA SDRHACHA ACMHESH RHAIAAZ
BTEARLAEZZSH GEVAETLSEB KDSGMNOI RNRAOIDMTAITS CEURNFA TMNREASG
SGRAS ZZLSHRBEAA KTEEL SUIDRA APYEDR ENALG AETBSS NUSHHAS IBELGRA
GECREE VSTNEYE SYCUR UOTHS HIRNNEIACTE IKLEZEE

Across

Down

1. Daniel is mentioned more than a couple of times
by this contemporary prophet.

2. The first king had a dream about the rise and fall
of a series of ______________.

4. In Daniel, chapter 9, a prophecy is given that
involves how many weeks?

3. This king of Persia was the last king Daniel
served under.

6. Daniel 12:13, reads, "But you, go your way till
the end; for you shall rest, and will arise to your
_______________ at the end of the days.

4. Daniel had a vision about a ram and a goat
while at this citadel.

9. What new name was given to Daniel?

5. To avoid defiling themselves, Daniel and his
friends ate these.

11. Under what king of Judah were the people taken
into captivity?
12. What was the name of the king who besieged
Jerusalem?

7. What was the name of the king who saw a hand
writing on his wall?

Across
14. The first king, after hearing the interpretation of
his dream, promoted Daniel to Chief
______________.
16. Daniel's friends would not bow to the golden
image, so they were thrown into a fiery
_______________.
17. Daniel's friend, Mishael, was given this foreign
name.
20. Daniel was thrown into the lions' den because
he did this three times a day.
21. This king, a Mede, took over the kingdom of
Babylon after the king of the Chaldeans was
slain.
22. This angel revealed the meaning of Daniel's
vision about the ram and the goat.
23. The first king, because of pride, lived like a
beast for 7 years, and ate only this.
24. In Daniel, chapter 11, a king of the North is
invaded by a king of what direction?
25. What word means, "You have been weighed in
the balances, and found wanting?"

Down
8. In the fire, "the hair of their head was not singed
nor were their _______________ affected..."
9. Into what country were some of the kingdom of
Judah taken?
10. The foreign name, Abed-Nego, was given to this
friend of Daniel.
13. Daniel had a vision about four kings, but in the
vision they were these.
15. Daniel's friend, Hananiah, was given this foreign
name.
18. In Daniel's vision of the ram and goat, the male
goat represented what kingdom?
19. Daniel did not die in the lions' den because God
sent an _______________ to protect him.

